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Neutrino Oscillations



Neutrino Oscillations

 Flavour eigenstate:    Interact 
 Mass eigenstate:       Propagate 

Neutrino oscillation
→ mass states do not align with flavour states
→ non-zero masses 

Oscillations governed by PMNS 
flavour-mass mixing matrix, U

      → Amplitude of oscillation:  mixing angles and phase

      → Distance of oscillation: squared mass differences and Energy

 Mass 
 states 

 Flavour 
 states 
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Neutrino Oscillation Questions

3)  θ3)  θ
2323

  octant  octant:   θ
23

  > π/4   or   θ
23

  < π/4 

 

1) Mass hierarchy1) Mass hierarchy (NH or IH)            

θ
13

 precisely measured and not too small
  

→ opens the door for δ
cp

 measurements

δ
cp 

= 0, ±π →π → CP conserved: P(θν
μ
→ν

e
) = P(θν

μ
→ν

e
) 

  

δ
cp 

≠ 0, ±π →π → CP violatedCP violated:   P(θν
μ
→ν

e
) ≠≠  P(θν

μ
→ν

e
) 

  
Compare oscillation of ν and  ν to probe δ

cp
  

Matter effects!
* matter consists of electrons

→ causes additional difference between ν
e
 

and ν
e
 as they travel through the earth

(θ similar effect as δ
cp  

)

→ allows for mass hierarchy determination

Normal hierarchy (NH) Inverted hierarchy (IH)

2)  CP violation 2)  CP violation ( δ
cp 

≠ 0, ±π π )

- Do not know the ordering of the m
i

- Is m
3
 smaller or bigger than m

1
 and m

2
 ?
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Neutrino Oscillation Questions

θ
13

 precisely measured and not too small
  

→ opens the door for δ
cp

 measurements

δ
cp 

= 0, ±π →π → CP conserved: P(θν
μ
→ν

e
) = P(θν

μ
→ν

e
) 

  

δ
cp 

≠ 0, ±π →π → CP violatedCP violated:   P(θν
μ
→ν

e
) ≠≠  P(θν

μ
→ν

e
) 

  
Compare oscillation of ν and  ν to probe δ

cp
  

2)  CP violation 2)  CP violation ( δ
cp 

≠ 0, ±π π )
Things worth noting:

* The determination of δ
cp

  depends on 

our knowledge of the mass hierarchy

* We need to reduce our neutrino 
interaction model systematics if we 
want to reach the sensitivity for δ

cp 
 

* The discovery of CP-violation (θCPV) CP-violation (θCPV) 
in the lepton sector would be very in the lepton sector would be very 
exciting!exciting!
→ Nobel prize!
→ encouraging to look for more CPV 
in the lepton sector to explain the 
matter-antimatter asymmetry
  

But it’s worth nothing that this is not not 
the CP-violation that is needed for the CP-violation that is needed for 
LeptogenesisLeptogenesis



T2K
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The T2K ExperimentThe T2K Experiment

* Long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment

* High intensity neutrino beam, predominantly  ν
μ
 (θν

μ
)    

* Off-axis far detector             → oscillated neutrinos  (θ295km)

* On/Off-axis near detectors   → unoscillated beam   (θ280m)

SKSK
ND280ND280
INGRIDINGRID
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The T2K experiment

Far detector:  Super-Kamiokande (SK)
→ measures oscillated neutrino spectrum
→ Cylindrical  Water Cherenkov detector
→ 40m tall, 40m radius

8



41m

39m

50 kton ultra pure water

Inner detector (ID)
~11000 20 inch PMTs
  

Outer detector (OD)
~2000 8 inch PMTs
  

Super Kamiokande (SK)
  

Far detector – 295km from the ν (ν) source
Water Cherenkov detector

μ-likeμ-like

e-likee-like
9



The T2K experiment
Near detector:  ND280
→ composite detector
    → scintillator, EM calorimeters
         time projection chambers

Constrains flux and 
neutrino interaction models

→ Undergoing an upgrade in 2021

→ New ‘SuperFGD’ 

10



Near Detectors
280m from the ν (θν) source

INGRIDINGRID
 

- On-axis, scintillator and iron
- monitors beam direction, intensity and stability

ND280ND280
Same off-axis angle as SK 

Active target mass → 2 x scintilltors (θFGDs)
→ vertex reconstruction
3 Time projection chambers (θTPC)
→ momentum reconstruction
→ charge identification
→ Particle identification (θPID)
Electromagnetic calorimeters (θEcal)  → PID
 

  π0 detector and side muon range detector
   

Magnetised

11



T2K Oscillation
Analysis



Matter 
effect

Maximum 
possible 
δ

cp 
effect 

~30%

ν
e
 (ν

e
)  appearance

Oscillation peak causes peak 
in ν

e
 (θν

e
) observed at SK

 

sensitive to
 θ

23
 < π/4  or  θ

23
 > π/4

Test CP symmetryTest CP symmetry

Magnitude of peak 
linked to sin2(θ2θ

13
), δ

cp
 

and mass hierarchy 
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Oscillation analysis
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Oscillation Parameters

Oscillation fit 

SK event selection
+ data

SK detector 
model

ND280 selection
+ data

Oscillation
model

External data
(θsolar, reactor)

ND280 fit

ND280 detector 
model

Interaction 
model

External cross 
section data

Flux model

hadron
production data

INGRID / Beam 
monitor data



Oscillation analysis
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Oscillation Parameters

Oscillation fit 

SK event selection
+ data

SK detector 
model

ND280 selection
+ data

Oscillation
model

External data
(θsolar, reactor)

ND280 fit

ND280 detector 
model

Interaction 
model

External cross 
section data

Flux model

hadron
production data

INGRID / Beam 
monitor data
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Neutrino flux

* 30GeV protons → graphite target → charged hadrons
* charge selection and focusing of hadrons with 3 electromagnetic horns
* hadrons decay to  ν or ν  (θdepending on charge of hadron)
  
 

Dominant systematic error due to hadron interaction modelling
→ Constrained using NA61/SHINE thin-target measurements

Flux 
errors 
around 

10%

INGRID and Muon monitor 
continuously measure beam rate 

and direction



Oscillation analysis
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Oscillation Parameters

Oscillation fit 

SK event selection
+ data

SK detector 
model

ND280 selection
+ data

Oscillation
model

External data
(θsolar, reactor)

ND280 fit

ND280 detector 
model

Interaction 
model

External cross 
section data

Flux model

hadron
production data

INGRID / Beam 
monitor data
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Neutrino interactions

CCQE CCRES
CCDIS

NC interactions 
also important
  

e.g. NCπ0, NC1γ 

   

→ background

Interactions occur with nucleons bound
inside a nucleus
→ → Nuclear effects!!Nuclear effects!!
  

Interaction modes and 
Nuclear models tuned 

to external data

Free nucleon Initial 
nuclear state

Extra nuclear 
effects

Final state 
interactions

We only measure particles that exit the nucleus
→ lose information about the initial interaction
→ can create a bias in energy reconstruction



Oscillation analysis
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Oscillation Parameters

Oscillation fit 

SK event selection
+ data

SK detector 
model

ND280 selection
+ data

Oscillation
model

External data
(θsolar, reactor)

ND280 fit

ND280 detector 
model

Interaction 
model

External cross 
section data

Flux model

hadron
production data

INGRID / Beam 
monitor data



ND280 Fit

FGD1 CC0π sample 
Pre-fit

 

Post-fit
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Pre-fit Post-fit

ν-beam 1-Ring-μ 15 5

ν-beam 1-Ring-μ 13 4

ν-beam 1-Ring-e 17 9

ν-beam 1-Ring-e 14 7

ν-beam 1-Ring-e + 1π+ 22 18

SK event selection errors (θ%)



T2K Results



Oscillation analysis
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Oscillation Parameters

Oscillation fit 

SK event selection
+ data

SK detector 
model

ND280 selection
+ data

Oscillation
model

External data
(θsolar, reactor)

ND280 fit

ND280 detector 
model

Interaction 
model

External cross 
section data

Flux model

hadron
production data

INGRID / Beam 
monitor data



Oscillation parameter fits

* Joint fit between ν-beam and ν-beam 
data across 5 event samples at SK
* Near detector constraints are applied

Data fits prefer normal ordering

2D contours for the case of normal 
ordering

1D confidence interval on δ
cp 

for both normal and inverted ordering
Including reactor constraint

CP conserving values of δ
cp

 ruled out 

at 95% confidence level
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The Future



T2K II:  Beam upgrade

25

* Beam currently capable of 450-500kW stable running

* Beam line upgrade in 2021

* target power:  1.3MW

Possible to 
exclude CP 

conservation at 3σ 
within the next few 

years

(θsensitivity 
depends on value 
of δ

cp 
 and other 

osc. param.)



T2K II:  SK upgrade

* Plan to add Gadolinium to the water
  - 0.01% next year
  - increase to 0.1% eventually

→ Better  ν / ν separation

26

superFGD

HTPC

HTPC

SuperFGD

Horizontal TPCs

ND280 upgrade

Reduce systematic uncertainty to 4%

→ 3σ exclusion of CP conservation for 36% of the δ
cp

 phase space   

    (θif mass hierarchy is known)



SuperFGD (Super Fine Grained Detector)

New sub-detector for the T2K composite near detector
To be installed in 2021 - currently being tested in a neutron beam
 
Made of scintillating cubes in a 3D grid
Optical fibres pass through cubes in all 3 planes

Will be surrounded by new TPCs

Motivation:
→ increases active target mass
→ improved angular acceptance
→ reconstruct low energy short tracks
        → improved hadronic information
        → better  γ → e+ e-   identification

Machine learning techniques being explored
for new reconstruction methods

Technical Design Report for nd280 upgrade: 
arXiv:1901.03750

SuperFGD size:  192×192×56 cubes

27
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The Hyper-K experiment

Bigger and better version of T2K

* T2K beam

* T2K detectors

* New Water Cherenkov (WC) far detector* New Water Cherenkov (WC) far detector

Hyper-K (HK)Hyper-K (HK)

Super-K (θSK)

Size comparison

SK:  height 40m, diameter 40m  
        → 50 kton

HK:  height 72m, dimeter 68m 
        → 258 kton 
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The Hyper-K experiment

Bigger and better version of T2K

* T2K beam

* T2K detectors

* New Water Cherenkov (θWC) far detector

* New intermediate WC detector  (IWCD)* New intermediate WC detector  (IWCD)

Additional near/intermediate detector  (θ0.75km)

Also designed to constrain flux and neutrino interactions

Same target (θwater) as far detector

Ability to move up and down
→ samples flux at different angles
    → sample flux with different energy peaks/profiles
        → measure interactions across range of energies

IWCDIWCD

New mulitPMT design 
- 19 PMTs
- improved coverage and spatial and timing resolution
- another area where machine learning is being explored 



Hyper-K:  



Hyper-K:  



Summary
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Summary

T2K producing world leading results

 - CP conserving values of δ
cp

 lie outside the 2σ confidence region

- sin2(θθ
23

) consistent with maximal mixing

- Data prefers Normal Hierarchy

T2K upgrade and Hyper-K underway
Lots of exciting physics to be done

Understanding of neutrino-nuclear interactions is vital
Communication with theorists is vital

Other neutrino oscillation experiments are available
  

           current:  Nova, microboone, daya bay, Reno 
           future: Dune
                     → some competition is healthy!
                        → cross checking results, promoting fast development

CP conserving values of δ
cp

 lie outside the 2σ confidence region

sin2(θθ
23

) consistent with maximal mixing

Data prefers Normal Hierarchy



BACKUP



ν
μ
 (ν

μ
)  disappearance

Probability minimum 
causes a dip in the number of 

ν
μ
  observed at SK

Depth of dip – sin2(θθ
23

)

Energy of dip – |Δm2

32
|  (θ|Δm2

13
|)

hard to distinguish mass ordering

Test CPT symmetryTest CPT symmetry 35



Near detectors

36
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ND280 event selections

 ν-beam mode:  

*  ν
μ
 CC 0π

*  ν
μ
 CC 1π

*  ν
μ
 CC Other

ν-beam mode:  
  
*  ν

μ
 CC 1 Track

*  ν
μ
 CC N Track

*  ν
μ
 CC 1 Track

*   ν
μ
 CC N Track

CC 0π CC 1π

CC Other

Each selection performed separately in
* FGD1 (carbon)

* FGD2 (Carbon & Water layers)

CC 1 Track CC N Track



SK Event rates:  5 samples

-π/2 maximizes ν
e
 app. over ν

e
 app.

θ
23

 = 45 maximizes disappearance

θ
23

 > 45 increases ν
e
 appearance

Predictions 
for varying 

values of δ
cp

  

Other osc. 
param. set to 
previous T2K 
results and 

PDG values. 
Near detector 

constraints 
applied 

38

δ
cp

 = -π/2 δ
cp

 = 0 δ
cp

 = π/2 δ
cp

 = π Observed

ν-beam 1-Ring-μ 272.387 272.029 272.356 272.807 243

ν-beam 1-Ring-e 74.422 62.238 50.560 62.744 75

ν-beam 1-Ring-μ 139.504 139.173 139.506 139.864 140

ν-beam 1-Ring-e 17.135 19.552 21.730 19.314 15

ν-beam 1Ring-e + 
 1π+ 7.030 6.103 4.943 5.870 15
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T2K Protons on target (POT)



Oscillation parameter fits

Joint fit between ν-beam and ν-beam data across 5 event samples at SK
Near detector constraints are applied

Consistent with maximal mixing
θ

23
 >45 preferred

w/o reactor constraint

w/ reactor constrain

40



δ
cp

 sensitivity

41

2 sigma C.L. exclusion region

Best fit values:

NH:  -1.89
IH:  -1.38

Joint fit between ν-beam and ν-beam data across 5 event samples at SK
Near detector constraints are applied

CP conservation 
excluded at 2σ level for 

both mass hierarchy

Normal hierarchy 
preferred for all parameter 

fits to data



Major neutrino-producing decay modes in the decay volume:

For a neutrino beam

π+ → μ+ + ν
μ 
            

K+ → μ+ + ν
μ 
            

K+ → π0 + μ+ + ν
μ
     

K0 → π 
- + μ+ + ν

μ
     

μ- → e- + ν
e
 + ν

μ
       

K+ → π0 + e+ + ν
e

π+ → e+ + ν
e 
  

K0 → π 
- + μ+ + ν

μ
 

μ+ → e+ + ν
e
 + ν

μ
 

The Beam

42



SK particle identification

43



Beam Flux

4444



Beam Flux

45

Flux uncertainty to be reduced:  10% → 5%  around beam peak
   

Currently:  NA61/SHINE data using a thin (θ2cm) graphite target

Future:      NA61/SHINE data using a T2K replicate target 45



SK observed event rate and δ
cp 

comparisons 

Values for MC data set 

→ T2K 2015
→ PDG
→ PDG
→ T2K 2015
→ PDG
→ T2K 2015

PDG:         C. Patrignani et al (θParticle Data Group). Chin. Phys. C, 2016, 40(θ10): 100001 
T2K 2015:  Phys. Rev. D 91, 072010 (θ2015)   -  T2K + reactor constraint → most probably from Baysian fit

Expected SK event rates from Asimov A data set , but with  δ
cp 

 set to different values

(θNote:  After near det constraint)
  

Final column is the real data observation
  

46

δ
cp

 = -π/2 δ
cp

 = 0 δ
cp

 = π/2 δ
cp

 = π Observed

ν-beam 1-Ring-μ 272.387 272.029 272.356 272.807 243

ν-beam 1-Ring-e 74.422 62.238 50.560 62.744 75

ν-beam 1-Ring-μ 139.504 139.173 139.506 139.864 140

ν-beam 1-Ring-e 17.135 19.552 21.730 19.314 15

ν-beam 1Ring-e +  1π+ 7.030 6.103 4.943 5.870 15



- 3 falvour
- 5 sample (θ 3 FHC, 2 RHC)
- includes (θconstant density) matter effects
- joint ν-ν fit
- any param that is not part of the plot/contour is a nuisance param.
- nuisance param are marginalised (θ 117 syst., plus osc. )
- NO and IO is not treated as a nuisance param
  - 2D contours:  separate fits are done for each case too see which the data prefers
  - 1D contours, the global best fit is minimum between NH and IH 

Aim
- set limits on δ

cp
 

- measure:  sin2(θθ
13

),  sin2(θθ
23

),  Δm2

32
 (θΔm2

13
 )

The Run 1-9(θd) dataset corresponds to an integrated J-PARC beam exposure of * 
1.4938 × 10 21 POT in neutrino mode
1.6346 × 10 21 POT in antineutrino mode

T2K Oscillation fits  
(VALOR framework)

47
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→ T2K 2015
→ PDG
→ T2K 2015
→ PDG
→ T2K 2015
→ PDG

sin2(θ2θ
13

)

Two options for prior
- use the reactor constraint as a gussian prior (θ“reactors”)
- use a uniform prior and rely on T2K data (θ“T2K only”)

T2K Oscillation fit priors
(VALOR framework)

49

Tanabashi et al. (θParticle Data Group), Phys. Rev. D 98, 030001 (θ2018)
T2K 2015:  Phys. Rev. D 91, 072010 (θ2015)   -  T2K+reactor constraint → most probably from Bayesian fit



Asimov set A

Plots in backup show oscillated spectre predicted using Asimov set A

Taken from
  

* T2K 2015 best fit results (θmost probably from Bayesian fit including reactor constraints)
    T2K 2015:  Phys. Rev. D 91, 072010 (θ2015)   

  

* 2016 PDG
    C. Patrignani et al (θParticle Data Group). Chin. Phys. C, 2016, 40(θ10): 100001 

→ Similar to best fit values in 2018 T2K oscillation paper
     Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 171802 – Published 24 October 2018
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Predicted SK event rates:  μ-like  
(scaled to T2K data run1-9d)

Oscillation simulation
(Asimov set A)

Unoscillated

nu-beam 
mode

nu-beam 
mode

nu-beam 
mode

51

Observed and 
predicted/fitted



Predicted SK event rates  e-like  
(scaled to T2K data run1-9d)

Oscillation simulation
(Asimov set A)

Unoscillated

52

Observed and 
predicted/fitted

52

ν-beam

ν-beam



Predicted SK event rates  e + 1π-like  
(scaled to T2K data run1-9d)

Oscillation simulation
(Asimov set A)

Unoscillated

53

Observed and 
predicted/fitted



Predicted SK event rates:  e-like  
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Observed spectra, and prediction based on fit to data
Projections into Erec and theta



Numu Dissappearance
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RHC

FHC

Probability minimum 
causes a dip in the number of 
ν

μ
  observed at SK

Depth of dip – sin2(θθ
23

)

Energy of dip – |Δm2

32
|  (θ|Δm2

13
|)

  

hard distinguish mass ordering



Nue appearance
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FHC

RHC

Oscillation peak causes peak 
in ν

e
 (θν

e
) observed at SK

 

sensitive to
 θ

23
 < π/4  or  θ

23
 > π/4

Magnitude of peak 
linked to sin2(θ2θ

13
), δ

cp
 

and mass ordering 



Results

T2K Oscillation fit results  
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Systematic errors

58

Systematic errors on the event rate for each sample at SK
Final column is error on the ratio of FHC/RHC of 1-ring e sample  (θimportant for δ

cp
  )

Systematics grouped by type/source

1 d.e. →  1 decay electron (θi.e. from pion)

10k correlated through for each sample, for pre- and post ND280 fit

Osc param fixed to asmiov A apart from in final row Error (θ%)



Oscillation inputs
Interaction model covariance matrix

59

Before ND280 fit After ND280 fit

Model uncertainites – interaction modes and nuclear affects
→ ND280 fit reduces errors and introduces correlation



w/o reactor constraint

w/ reactor constrain

same 
plot with 

2sig
coloured

1D contours
- mass hierarchy is minimized
- normal and inverted hierarchy Δχ2 distributions 
shifted to the same global best-fit χ2 value
- global best fit value taken to be the minimum 
between normal and inverted hierarchy. 

60

δ
cp

 sensitivty w/ and w/o reactor constraint



1D contours
- mass hierarchy is minimized
- normal and inverted hierarchy Δχ2 distributions 
shifted to the same global best-fit χ2 value
- global best fit value taken to be the minimum 
between normal and inverted hierarchy. 
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θ
13

 sensitivty 

PDG / reactor 
constraint shown in 
green/yellow



1D contours
- mass hierarchy is minimized
- normal and inverted hierarchy Δχ2 
distributions shifted to the same 
global best-fit χ2 value
- global best fit value taken to be the 
minimum between normal and 
inverted hierarchy. 
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θ
23

 sensitivty 

w/o reactor constraint

w/ reactor constrain



1D contours
- mass hierarchy is minimized
- normal and inverted hierarchy Δχ2 distributions 
shifted to the same global best-fit χ2 value
- global best fit value taken to be the minimum 
between normal and inverted hierarchy. 

63

  Δm2 sensitivty 

w/o reactor constraint

w/ reactor constrain



Neutrino Oscillations Parameters
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 arXiv:1906.04907   June 2019 
First measurement of neutrino oscillation parameters 
using neutrinos and antineutrinos by NovA



T2K II

65

Assumptions



T2K II:  SK upgrade

* SK repairs performed in 2018
  - detector drained and cleaned
  -  reinforcement of water sealing
  - improved tank piping
  - PMTs replaced

* Plan to add Gadolinium to the water
  - 0.01% next year
  - increase to 0.1% eventually

→ Better  ν / ν separation

66



ND280 upgrade

67

ND280 will be upgraded in 
2021 during the beam upgrade

→ increases active target mass for oscillation analysis
→ improved angular acceptance
→ able to reconstruct low energy short tracks
        → improved hadronic information
        → better  γ → e+ e-   identification

Pi0 detector is being replaced by
* SuperFGD
  - higher granularity
  - 3D readout
* Horizontal TPCs (HTPCs)
* Time of Flight (ToF) planes

6 ToF planes

superFGD

HTPC

HTPC

Reduce systematic uncertainty to 4%

→ 3σ exclusion of CP conservation for 36% of the δ
cp

 phase space   

    (θif mass hierarchy is known)



ND280 upgrade

68

Constraints provided to SK

Current ND280 constraint compared to predicted ND280 upgrade constraint

Note: preliminary estimation



Global fit results
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Global fit results

70



U.F. Katz and Ch. Spiering, Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys. 67 (θ2012) 651-704 arXiv:1111.0507, 

71



Formaggio, J.A. and G.P. Zellar, Rev.Mod.Phys. 84 (θ2012) 1307-1341 arXiv:1305.7513 72
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Neutrino interaction cross sections 
and T2K flux

ν ν
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Recent results and

perspectives from the 

                   experiment
     

Lomonosov 2019

Sophie King
 

on behalf of the 
T2K Collaboration
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